Inaugurating a critical edition of one of America’s most popular storytellers

"Beyond Ernest Hemingway, Ray Bradbury has influenced more writers than anyone else in the twentieth century. Practically everyone has read and loved his remarkable works." — William F. Nolan, coauthor of Logan's Run

"Ray Bradbury's work makes the spirit sing . . . an undeniable medicine for melancholy which anyone who is 'in' on its magical properties has been self-administering since they first encountered it, be that exposure to a novel or one of the hundreds of short stories with which he has justifiably made his reputation. Truly, those who have grown tired of Ray Bradbury's gentle eloquence—by turns chilling and uplifting—have grown tired of the lyricism of language and the wonder of words.” — Peter Crowther, Editor, Postscripts (UK)

"The early stories of Ray Bradbury are among my very favorites. Highly colored—frightening and exalting at once—these stories helped launch the young Ray Bradbury, over the next ten years, into international stardom.” — Greg Bear, Hugo and Nebula Award-winning author of Blood Music and The Forge of God

"Ray Bradbury occupies a place all his own in the history of the fantastic, in his approach to life itself—passionate, vital, endlessly involved. All that can be felt in these early stories, an engagement with life and a promise of things to come from a writer whose life as is much a creation as the fiction itself.” — James Gunn, Damon Knight Memorial Grand Master of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America

"Bradbury's early work has a poetic lyricism that makes him one of the masters of English prose of his generation, and his imaginative range places him near the pinnacle of the genres in which he chose to work." — B. T. Joshi, author of H. P. Lovecraft: A Life

The collected stories of Ray Bradbury

Volume I: 1938–1943

Edited by William F. Touponce & Jonathan R. Eller

In the past, collections of Ray Bradbury’s works have juxtaposed stories with no indication as to the different time periods in which they were written. Even the mid- and late-career collections that Bradbury himself compiled contained stories that were written much earlier—a situation that has given rise to misconceptions about the origins of the stories themselves. In this new edition, editors William F. Touponce and Jonathan R. Eller present for the first time the stories of Ray Bradbury in the order in which they were written. Moreover, they use texts that reflect Bradbury’s earliest settled intention for each tale. By examining his relationships with his agent, editor, and publisher, Touponce and Eller’s textual commentaries document the transformation of the stories—and Bradbury’s creative understanding of genre fiction—from their original forms to the versions known and loved today.

Volume 1 covers the years 1938 to 1943 and contains thirteen stories that have never appeared in a Bradbury collection. For those that were previously published, the original serial forms recovered in this volume differ in significant ways from the versions that Bradbury popularized over the ensuing years. By documenting the ways the stories evolved over time, Touponce and Eller unveil significant new information about Bradbury’s development as a master of short fiction.

Each volume in the proposed three-volume edition includes a general introduction, chronology, summary of unpublished stories, textual commentary for each story, textual apparatus, and chronological catalog. The Collected Stories of Ray Bradbury is edited to the highest scholarly standards by the Center for Ray Bradbury Studies and bears the Modern Language Association’s seal of approval for scholarly editions.
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